Broadband investment and deployment both increased with Title II in place, but
decreased every year under Chairman Pai and after he removed Title II
With FCC nominations moving ahead at last, and the FCC on the path to having its entire complement of
commissioners again, persistent but entirely unfounded cable and phone company talking points about
Title II are reappearing.
In its simplest form, the lie so often repeated by past FCC Chairman Pai -- and, unfortunately, parroted by
some Republican members of the Senate Commerce Committee too -- is that classifying broadband
internet access as a telecommunications service under Title II of the Communications Act somehow
suppressed investment in broadband networks by internet service providers.
The back half of this false claim, trumpeted loudly and proudly quite often even after the pandemic proved
once and for all what an essential utility service broadband has become, is that broadband investment
rebounded only once Chairman Pai abdicated all FCC authority over broadband and abandoned Title II at
the end of 2017, his first year as Chairman.
Every part of the broadband lobby’s story on investment is false, for a number of reasons.
As Free Press has repeatedly explained, throughout more than a decade of rebutting repetitive and
meritless arguments about Title II’s supposed impact on broadband investment, aggregate investment
statistics are a poor metric and a blunt tool for measuring anything meaningful.
There are several reasons for this. Broadband providers don’t all invest at the same time and in the way.
Technology advances and upgrade cycles don’t occur at exactly the same time for cable companies, fiber
providers and wireless carriers, all of whom cycle through investment increases when they are upgrading
their networks (for instance, going from 4G to 5G) but then pause to reap the benefits of those upgrades.
In other words, broadband companies don’t need to spend the same amount every year, and as AT&T
itself explained to the Commission long ago, that makes broadband investment “lumpy” (AT&T’s word, not
ours). There’s no reason to expect more investment each year at a constantly accelerating pace.
Industry aggregate investment totals obscure this reality that individual companies’ numbers may move in
opposite directions from one another each year: AT&T may invest more while Comcast invests less, or
vice versa. They spend more to upgrade, and then it’s actually good for business to spend less going
forward, with newer technologies that are more efficient and cheaper to maintain.
Potentially different investment trajectories at two different companies do not stem from only one of those
companies understanding the supposed impacts of Title II while the other is oblivious. It’s because these
companies plan their network investments years in advance, and explain to Wall Street in painstaking
detail that their investments are driven by demand and technological evolutions, not by FCC regulations.
Yet even accounting for the fact that aggregate investment metrics are a blunt tool at best, and that he
ought not to have relied on them at all -- let alone made the demonstrably false claim that his decisions
swung this aggregate total -- we can see that Chairman Pai’s claims about what happened to aggregate
broadband investment on his watch are just plain false.
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The chart showing inflation-adjusted investment totals for US publicly traded ISPs from 2012 through the
end of 2020 is a little overwhelming, but it’s an important baseline, as it shows precisely what we should
expect and what ISPs tell their own shareholders. They may make different investment decisions from
one another each year, depending on individual companies’ technological upgrade cycles and the
demand they see from the customers they serve; not the same exact decisions about whether to invest
more or less based on broadband’s regulatory classification status at the FCC.
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Yet if we zoom in on just the aggregate totals each year, and work out the percentage changes for that
industry total investment figure, we can see that investment went down significantly every year after 2017
-- the last year when the Obama-era Net Neutrality rules and Title II classification were still in place, as
Chairman Pai’s vote to repeal that framework did not take place until well into December 2017.
On an inflation-adjusted basis, investment in every year of Chairman Pai’s tenure was below what it was
in 2015, when Title II was restored and the FCC adopted its Open Internet Order.
In fact, aggregate investment declined every subsequent year of Pai’s tenure, after he took the helm in
2017 and then took till the very end of that year to vote against Title II, despite his constantly taking credit
for subsequent increases that did not even exist.
And by this metric, the largest single annual decline in U.S. broadband industry capital expenditures -- a
drop of 11.4 percent -- came in the last year of Pai’s chairmanship in 2020, long after his Title II reversal.

In sum, it’s just obviously not true that aggregate investment declined with Title II in place and increased
once it had been removed.
But examining the individual investment decisions of the country’s largest internet service providers
shows even more clearly the fallacy of Pai’s claims that his decisions alone rescued broadband
investment and changed the trajectory of ISPs’ spending.
At AT&T and Comcast in particular, because these companies had finished several upgrade cycles in the
year’s before Title II’s adoption and while Title II was in place, investment fell off a cliff during the very
same period when Pai was pretending the opposite.
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AT&T invested a whopping 35.2% less in 2020 than it had in 2016, while Comcast invested 19.5% less in
2020 than it had in 2016. These massive declines occurred despite Chairman Pai claiming without
qualification that Title II dampened investment, while taking Title II off the table somehow spurred it.

One final metric to keep in mind is capital intensity -- the percentage of a firm’s revenues that it reinvests
in capital expenditures. As the chart below shows, declines in overall investment during Chairman Pai’s
tenure by the country’s publicly-traded ISPs did not come about because broadband providers were
making less money.
They simply invested less of their take back into their networks during the Pai years, with capital intensity
dwindling from 15.3% his first year as Chairman down to 13.1% during his final year at the agency.
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